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Candy Crush is one of the most popular puzzle games in the world. With its simple

gameplay, colorful graphics, and addictive nature, it has captivated millions of

players since its release in 2012. However, Candy Crush is not the only game of its

kind. There are many other games like Candy Crush that offer similar gameplay

and appeal to a wide audience. In this article, we will explore some of the best

games like candy crush.

Zookeeper Battle follows a similar formula to the popular game Candy Crush Saga,

as it involves matching layers of tiles that feature cute creatures. Additionally, this
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game offers entertaining player versus player �PVP� elements, which can be as

engaging as other competitive online titles.

Zookeeper Battle allows players to access various special attacks that they can

use against their opponents. The game also features unique abilities that players

can unlock by matching uncommon elements. For instance, matching elephants

and hippos can enhance defense stats.

Puzzle and Dragons is a game that successfully combines RPG and tile-matching

mechanics. It boasts attractive visuals, engaging characters, and addictive

gameplay, much like Pokémon Shuffle Mobile, as it allows players to collect

creatures from various fictional universes.

This free-to-play game features in-app purchases that can make gameplay easier,

but many players argue that they are not necessary to fully enjoy the game. Puzzle

and Dragons respects its players' time by providing them with value. Puzzle and

Dragons is an excellent example of a well-executed free-to-play mobile game,

even though it may not present a considerable challenge, it is still a game that is

worth playing.

Jewel Mania is a popular game in the list of games like candy crush, but instead of

smashing candy, you are breaking glass and digging for treasure. Both games offer

compelling tile-matching gameplay that can become addictive and enjoyable over

time. With over 600 levels to play, Jewel Mania becomes increasingly challenging

as you progress.

Puzzle & Dragons

Jewel Mania
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The game's visuals are impressive, particularly for a mobile game. The animations

are stunning, and the sound effects are immersive enough to enhance the

gameplay experience. With the 600� levels providing enough variety and nuance,

the game is worthy of several play sessions.

While the appearance of Two Dots may seem simple, the game becomes

increasingly complex as you progress. Each level takes place in a different world,

with unique mechanics and objectives. The goal is to connect the dots to complete

the level, and there are various mechanics that add difficulty to the gameplay.

However, once you understand these mechanics, the levels become easier to finish

quickly.

One of the game's best features is that there is no time limit on each level, allowing

you to play at your own pace and without pressure. Two Dots is a game that can be

played and enjoyed by people of all ages due to its straightforward gameplay and

lack of time restrictions.

Triple Town is another popular name on the list of games like candy crush that was

initially released on the Amazon Kindle a decade ago. The game eventually

became available on social networks and other mobile devices. Despite the

popularity of Candy Crush Saga, Triple Town managed to gain significant traction

by adding a unique twist to the classic match-three mechanic.

In Triple Town, players must upgrade the grid as if developing a settlement or

town. This adds an extra layer of strategy to the gameplay that sets it apart from

Two Dots

Triple Town
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other match-three games. Despite its age, Triple Town remains a popular and

enjoyable mobile game for players looking for a fresh take on the genre.
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